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About This Game

The Idiot's Tale is an old-school point-and-click adventure game with a truly warped sense of humor.

You are Sir Jimothy Quest, a noble-but-ignorant knight-errant in the medieval kingdom of Dodotry. With your trusty sidekick
Hoover the Owl, you'll venture across the land in search of legendary lost treasures. Along the way, you'll encounter fearsome

monsters, classic fairy tale characters, corporate fast food, and more puzzles than you can shake your cursor at.

Over eighty environments to explore!

Dozens of brain-twisting puzzles! Guaranteed head-scratchers, hair-pullers, and nail-biters included!

Built-in hint system to help you beat the game without consulting the Internet!
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Original jazz soundtrack for you to groove to as you cross the lands!

Can you find all three treasures and save the day? Or are you just gonna run away like an idiot?
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Do you like point-and-click adventure games? Do you like games that are

- logical
- funny
- a joy to play

If so, GET THIS GAME! This game is 100% proof that graphics don't matter in an adventure game. This game is very well
thought out by designers\/devs who clearly have a passion for point-and-click adventure games, and have put in a ton of
effort\/love into this game. Don't let the graphics or odd trailer fool you, this game is great. Like all good adventure games, it
has great dialogue, item descriptions, puzzles, in-game hint system, forth-wall-breaking-self-humour, etc etc.

I really wish this game had more reviews so it would get more exposure on Steam. This game is a gem. Hopefully one day it will
get this exposure it deserves.. Don't be fooled by the wonky Flash cartoon graphics: Idiot's Tale is a hilarious, well written
adventure with good puzzles AND a good interface. It's rare that I come across a game which tickles my sense of humor the way
this game does.
Although the puzzles can be confusing (as with many adventure games) you won't necessarily need Google; There is a built-in
Hints System, and you can ask for progressively more specific tips if the vague hints aren't enough.
The designers of the game embraced the wonky flash cartoon look, but I still get the sense that they put in the effort to make the
style look good. They did a lot of work to make the game appear hastily made, if that makes any sense.
Definitely worthwhile if you're a fan of classic point-n-click games.. THIS IS A GREAT GAME!

Do you love telltale games? Did you love playing games like Monkey island? Do you miss those old FLASH Games? Then I bet
you'll love this one. Idiots tale is a great story driven point and click adventure. I downloaded it on Sunday afternoon and beat it
Monday morning by 2 am. the Artwork is consistent throughout and does a great job of drawing you in. The Dialog had me
smiling and even laughing throughout the whole game (when I wasn't yelling at my computer because a puzzle was stumping
me) Speaking of the puzzles they all fit a logical order so even if they stump you for awhile once you solve it, it's always
satisfying. I should say this game doesn't take itself too seriously or even a little serious for that matter, so if you are looking for
the next 'elder scrolls' keep looking but if you are looking for a fun game that will have you smiling at its stupidness for hours on
end you can't beat this one. I'm excited to play it again to look for more hidden easter eggs that the creative shoved throughout
the game, showing how much they themselves, love games. That love can clearly be seen in this Game.

10\/10 would - and will - play again!
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